In a prior paper, we described a haptic rendering algorithm for arbitrary polygonal models using a six degree-of-freedom haptic interface. In that paper, global search for local minimum distances provided repulsive forces between models. This paper augments that system with a local tracking algorithm that quickly updates and maintains globally computed minima. The global search continuously adds and deletes local minimum distance pairs being updated by the local search. This new system supports higher haptic interaction rates on more complex scenes than the previous approach.
Introduction
Haptic interfaces allow people to naturally manipulate virtual models with their sense of touch. Sensations of contact between models are created by simulating interactions in the virtual environment and then reflecting the interaction forces to the user through a robotic interface. Since haptic interfaces require very fast update rates, a computational bottleneck in this process is determining interaction between models in the virtual environment.
In a prior paper [9] , we computed local minimum distances (LMDs) between polygonal models using spatialized normal cone hierarchies (SNCH) [8] . The SNCH data structure hierarchically encapsulates the position and spread of surface normals over a model. By hierarchically pruning away portions of two models that cannot point towards each other, we can efficiently find local minimum distances between two polygonal models. These minima provide the basis for spring based repelling forces that prevent models from interpenetrating.
In this paper, we develop a local gradient search for maintaining LMDs between models during model movement. This local gradient search is initialized by the global spatialized normal cone hierarchy search for LMDs and periodically updated to introduce new LMDs and delete ones that are no longer valid. This multi-stage approach provides much faster computation of the LMDs and allows haptic rendering of environments with much more complicated models.
The haptic rendering algorithm we present is appropriate for activities such as virtual prototyping and adding haptic interaction to virtual environments.
Background
Advancements in haptic rendering and geometric computations have been tightly linked. The following sections cover relevant work in distance computations and then review existing work in haptic rendering.
Distance computations
Almost all the literature on minimum distance, especially for polygonal models, treats the problem primarily as a Euclidean one. Approaches typically partition the model with hierarchical spatial bounding volumes, using primitives such as spheres [17] , convex polytopes [16] , oriented swept sphere volumes [11] , and convex surface patches [3] . Nodes of the hierarchy are pruned by comparing lower bound distances between nodes to upper bounds on the global distance. This approach returns the global minimum distance between models.
A different approach is found in work on sculptured surfaces, such as B-splines [13] [15] . These approaches develop techniques for tracking the locally closest or extremal points between two surfaces after initialization by a global search [7] . The set of equations that describe these local distances is based on collinearity of normals rather than Euclidean distance.
In [8] , the collinearity approach is adapted to polygonal models through the spatialized normal cone hierarchy data structure. This technique efficiently finds all local minima between polygonal models.
Haptic rendering
Haptic rendering algorithms were first developed to support three DOF haptic interfaces. These algorithms and devices support a moving point touching a computer model. Researchers [20] , and NURBS [22] [22] models.
More recently, efforts have focused on developing techniques to haptically render the interactions between two models. The resulting forces include torques as well as translation forces, and a six DOF haptic device is needed to accurately reflect the results back to a user.
In the polygonal model domain, the first efforts at six DOF haptic rendering were for small convex shapes [2] . More recently, research has looked at collections of convex bodies [5] , as well as incremental methods for computing the penetration depth [10] . Most recently, the convex decomposition approach has been extended with perceptual level of detailing to accelerate haptic rendering for very large models [14] .
Model-model haptic rendering for general NURBS models is developed in [13] . This system uses a three pass approach: initial distance monitoring using polygonal approximations, local closest point initialization using Newton's method on an extremal distance formulation, and stable maintenance of the penetration depth distance with a velocity relation between parametric space and Euclidean movement. Another method based on control theory maintains the extremal distance even with imprecise starting values [15] .
Researchers at Boeing have taken a different approach than penetration-based methods by creating a voxel-based scene and allowing a point-sampled freemoving model to interact with the voxels [12] . The advantage is that the computation time can be tightly bound by the number of voxels and the number of points in the free-moving model. They also created a voxel boundary around the models in the scene to prevent interpenetration of models, which would invalidate the correctness of the virtual prototyping.
In [9] , we adapted the use of SNCHs to modelmodel haptic rendering by using the computed local minimum distances as repelling springs and by reducing the scope of the search. This follows the Boeing paradigm of not allowing interpenetration of models. However, in this system, the models in the scene are more easily inserted or moved than with a voxel-based approach.
Approach
This paper adds a local search to speed intermediate time steps between global updates. Our haptic rendering algorithm first computes all LMDs within a cutoff distance using the global SNCH search. These LMDs are fed to the local update thread, which performs local gradient descent on the LMDs given new positions of the models. The updated LMDs are used to compute forces and torques repelling the models.
The local update works as fast as it can on the LMDs it knows about. Concurrently, the global search computes new LMDs. When it finishes a time step, it notifies the local search that new LMDs are available. The local search then updates these new LMDs to the current model positions and continues local updates. A pair of points, one on each model, forms each LMD. After a model moves, the local search algorithm looks at the neighborhood around each LMD point and computes the distances between all the triangles in one neighborhood and all the triangles in the other model's neighborhood. If any of these triangle pairs are closer than the current LMD, then the search continues with those triangles' neighborhoods until the minimum distance converges. The points that form this new minimum distance are the updated LMD.
Local Search
If the last LMD point was on the face of a triangle, then the local neighborhood is defined to be the triangle plus the three triangles bordering its edges. If the last point was on an edge, only the two triangles that share that edge are part of the local neighborhood. When the last point was at a vertex, all triangles that share that vertex are searched for a new LMD.
Computational Efficiency

Figure 3: The number of triangles crossed grows roughly by the square root of the number of triangles in the model.
The number of neighborhoods that must be checked varies with the model resolution and the movement of the models. For models with reasonably formed triangles, the number of triangles searched on one model grows roughly as the n , where n is the number of triangles. Figure 3 shows the resolution quadrupling and the number of triangles crossed growing by a little more than a factor of two. In addition, for haptic rendering running near 1000 Hz, temporal coherence is very high and the number of triangles crossed is small.
The global search efficiency is dependant on the number of LMDs as well as the complexity of the two models. In the best case, the two models are of balanced complexity and there is a single LMD, and the global search takes log(n) time, where n is the number of triangles in a model. In a more typical scenario, there are multiple LMDs and the pruning cannot always remove nodes that will not eventually yield minima, increasing search time. In cases of manifold minima solutions, such as two parallel planes, the search takes nlog(n) time. However, manifold solutions are rarely encountered with human-guided model interactions. Additionally, the global search is improved with a cutoff distance [9] , so only close portions of the models are searched for minima. This reduces the apparent complexity of the model and the number of LMDs the local update must process, especially with bumpy models.
Forces and Torques
At each time step in the haptic rendering loop, our algorithm computes the LMDs that are closer than a cutoff distance between the model that is controlled by the haptic interface and the rest of the models in the scene. Each LMD is considered a virtual spring with a rest length equal to the cutoff distance. Each spring is attached to the models by the pairs of points that form the LMD. See [9] for a more detailed treatment of the force and torque computation.
Preprocessing
The LMD computations require precomputing a spatialized normal cone hierarchy for each polygonal model in the virtual prototyping environment. However, models in the scene can be added and deleted, or moved around interactively, without needing further precomputation. The preprocessing step takes a few seconds for models of a few thousand triangles.
The local search routine uses local topological connectivity between the triangles of the models. Unstructured triangle list models go through a one-time conversion from triangle list data structures to vertexedge-triangle lists with neighbor information. Our virtual prototyping system is based on a Sensable six DOF PHaNTOM haptic interface ( Figure  4 ). The computations run on a dual processor Pentium 4 2.4 GHz Linux computer with a gigabyte of RAM and a GeForce 4 Ti 4400 graphics card. This is the same system used in our prior paper [9] , making performance comparisons more accurate.
System overview
Multi-threading
This type of application would be difficult to write as a single thread of computation. The application uses three threads: a global search thread, a local update thread, and a graphics thread. This architecture allows us to restrict the computational load of the graphics and global threads, and let the local update run as fast as possible. On a two-processor system, this translates into the local update getting one processor to itself and the other threads sharing the other processor.
Results
The local search algorithm computes updated forces and torques at kilohertz rates. When model complexity grows, the global search tends to slow down, but the local update speed is mostly dependant on the number of LMDs, not the complexity of the model. The global search is still the limiting factor in environment complexity.
We instrumented the local update thread to record the time to compute the local update, the number of triangle pairs searched during the local update, and the time for the global search to compute the LMDs. The following figures show these results for a variety of model-model interactions. For all these examples, the top graph represents the local update time, the middle graph the number of triangle-pairs searched during the local update, and the bottom graph the time for the global LMD computation to update. In this example, we moved the teapot around the spring part and explored the coils of the springs. Even though the models are high resolution, typically there were only a few LMDs to track, and the local update was able to maintain a high update rate. Non-mechanical models, such as the horse and bunny, provide additional challenges to our haptic rendering system, as the finely detailed surfaces can produce nearly redundant local minima. In this example, we are still able to update the LMDs and forces at around 1 kilohertz. The forces of interaction feel smooth. Figure 8 shows the magnitude of the translational forces during haptic interaction between the horse model and the bunny. The large-scale bumps are from moving the bunny model around the horse and bumping against it. Smoother responses are possible when continuously pressing the two models together. However, the lack of high-frequency fluctuations shows good haptic rendering stability. Smooth force response is possible because forces are derived only from the LMDs in the fast local update thread and because new forces are typically introduced near the cutoff distance, where the force for that LMD is zero.
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Conclusion
This work dramatically improves the performance of our previous haptic rendering system. We are able to interact with models that are an order of magnitude larger at update rates an order of magnitude faster than with just using global search for LMDs. The addition of local LMD updates makes the force computation much less dependent on the configuration of the two models. The resulting algorithm is a high performance haptic rendering system suitable for augmenting virtual reality interactions.
